Structure-Directed and Tailored Diversity Synthetic Antibody Libraries Yield Novel Anti-EGFR Antagonists.
We tested whether grafting an interaction domain into the hypervariable loop of a combinatorial antibody library could promote targeting to a specific epitope. Formation of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) signaling heterodimer involves extensive contacts mediated by a "dimerization loop." We grafted the dimerization loop into the third hypervariable loop of a synthetic antigen-binding fragment (Fab) library and diversified other loops using a tailored diversity strategy. This structure-directed Fab library and a naı̈ve synthetic Fab library were used to select Fabs against EGFR. Both libraries yielded high affinity Fabs that bound to overlapping epitopes on cell-surface EGFR, inhibited receptor activation, and targeted epitopes distinct from those of cetuximab and panitumumab. Epitope mapping experiments revealed complex sites of interaction, comprised of domains I and II but not exclusively localized to the receptor dimerization loop. These results validate the grafting approach for designing Fab libraries and also underscore the versatility of naı̈ve synthetic libraries.